The My Possibilities (MP) Foundation is a fundraising vehicle established to assist the Campus of Higher Learning in Plano and the Residential Community in Garland in order to build sustainability in support of adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD) today and in the future.

Originally formed in 2011 as the LaunchAbility (LA) Foundation, the focus was to support vocational and workforce development for the non-profit organization, LaunchAbility. In February 2018, My Possibilities acquired LaunchAbility and the established LA Foundation. Since that time, My Possibilities has renamed the foundation, the My Possibilities Foundation, and amended the bylaws to reflect a new vision and mission to engage with champions such as individuals, corporations and foundations in support of the HIPster Community of My Possibilities in perpetuity.

VISION
The MP Foundation serves as the catalyst that propels the growth of My Possibilities and the MPowerment of the disability community. Its purpose is raising funds to provide innovative, life-changing programs and inclusive communities for adults with IDD in North Texas and beyond this region. Initially, the MP Foundation’s primary focus is to raise funds through gift planning and endowments to build long-term funding solutions for MP’s educational, workforce and residential programs for its Hugely Important People (HIPsters).

MISSION
We dynamically engage and connect with champions* to secure and maximize resources that unlock the possibilities of the HIPster community.

VALUES
- HIPster-centric - always act on what is best for the HIPster community
- Purposeful - every courageous action creates value for the foundation
- Trustworthy - built through competently and truthfully doing what we say

For more information, visit mypossibilities.org/foundation or contact Director of Community Engagement, Jeanine Alpert at jdalpert@mptx.org.

*Individuals, businesses, corporations, foundations, and/or volunteers